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Abstract
The Persistence of the Glass Ceiling
Lora B. Holland
Decemb er 28,201 0
_ Non-Thesis (ML597) Project
This paper presents a comprehensive review and analysis of the obstacles white
women encounter as they climb the corporate ladder to senior executive positions. It
explores the phenomenon known as the glass ceiling. Gender issues, societal
stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination will be researched to determine the impact to
women seeking senior executive positions. For the purpose of this paper, senior
executive positions are defined as company presidents and chief executive officers
(CEO), as well as positions reporting to them. This paper will define the glass ceiling,
review obstacles, determine if the obstacles still exist, and suggest ways to obtain senior
executive positions in spite of those obstacles. The paper will illustrate why women are
important in senior executive positions and will recorrmend steps for women who
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Introduction
I decided to research the glass ceiling because I feel I have been impacted by this
phenomenon. I noticed the glass ceiling phenomenon with my first job out of college in
the mid 1980s, when I witnessed the "good old boy's network" mentality in a company
where upper management was comprised of all men. Twenty-five years later, I am still
amazed at the lack of women in corporate senior executive positions. I recognized that
there were invisible obstacles that prevented women from climbing the corporate ladder.
This phenomenon of invisible obstacles is often called "the glass ceiling". I have a desire
to move up the corporate ladder and to understand better the obstacles that I need to
overcome. My primary research question is whether the glass ceiling still persists today.
I will do this by identifying the obstacles women face in the workplace and then
discussing the possible solutions presented by professionals, sharing my own thoughts on
how effective the solutions have been, and providing suggestions for young women
entering corporate America. Women bring many talents and skills to leadership. Women
communicate more effectively because they watch, listen, and observe others. Women
focus on win-win outcomes which unite and bring people together. Women look to find
ways to unite and to build strong entities. Women are collaborators, recognizing that
great ideas come from groups of people. After all, withoutthe advancement of women,
corporate America will miss out on the advantages women bring to those positions and
will potentially become stagnant. Women who desire to lead companies and who struggle
to overcome the glass ceiling obstacles in corporate America will find other opportunities
to lead companies, such as being entrepreneurs.
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From 2006 to 2009, forty women held CEO positions in Fortune 500 and Fortune
1000 companies. As of 2009, thirteen women CEOs led Fortune 500 companies and
fifteen women CEOs led Fortune 1000 companies. Why are only three percent of Fortune
500 and Fortune 1000 companies run by women? Since 2006, there has been only a one
percent increase in the number of women CEOs in Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000
companies (Appendix A through D). My review of this data shows that eleven of the
women CEOs maintained that position for all four years. Additionally, thirteen women
CEOs held that position for one year. Upon further research, two of the thirteen women
CEOs were released from their positions in 2006 due to mergers and acquisitions. Both of
those women were CEOs prior to 2006. Eight of the thirteen women became CEOs in
2009 and continue to hold the CEO position for their respective companies, as of late
2010, the remaining three of the eighteen women, Clair Babrowski, Mary G. Berner, and
Peggy Y. Fowler, held the CEO position for just one year while the company was in
Fortune 500 or Fortune 1000 status. My research also shows the majority of women
CEOs from 2006 to 2009 in Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000 companies held that position
for less than four years. Additionally, in my review of the same data formen CEOs from
2006 to 2009 in Fortune 500 and Fortune 100 companies, only thirty percent of the male
CEOs held that position for all four years. High turnover in CEOs happens regardless of
gender. Some of the women CEOs took their companies to Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000
status but did not retain the CEO position for long thereafter.
Margaret (Meg) C. Whitman, former CEO of eBay, attained CEO status in 1998
with eBay. She served as CEO for eight years. In 2006, she brought the company to
number ten on the list of Fortune 500 companies. However, by November 2007, she no
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longer held the CEO position although she retained her board seat until April 2008. Her
accomplishments at eBay were many. She increased membership from 750,000 to 5.6
million members in sixteen months, took the company to International status, and "helped
legitimize the notion of negotiated pricing--making it one of the most powerful economic
forces on the Internet. The concept is being applied by others to every kind of selling,
from airplane tickets to industrial gear" (Green,1999, p. l). 'Mhy did Whitman spend her
time and energy building a company and taking it to Fortune 500 status only to leave the
CEO position two years after reaching that goal? In early 2007 , Whitman had an
altercation with an employee that led to a six-figure settlement. With the company
revenue declining and an altercation that played out in the public eye, was she forced out?
Some critics noted that it was time for a new leader with a new perspective and a new
vision. Whitman is a billionaire and as such can pick and choose the work she does. Did
Whitman enjoy the challenge of building the company more than maintaining it? Did her
passion move her into another field? Since departing eBay, Whitman has been involved
in California politics, a passion that she has held for many years and demonstrated by her
support of John McCain.
Mary G. Berner, former CEO of Reader's Digest Association (RDA), worked her
way up the corporate ladder in other publishing companies before she became RDA's
CEO. Berner was instrumental in discussions leading up to the 2007 Ripplewood
Holdings' acquisition of RDA. In2007, after the acquisition, Berner was appointed as the
new CEO. Berner did not take RDA to Fortune 1000 status as it was already on the list
when she became CEO. As CEO of RDA, Berner brought innovation and culture
change to the company. In her first four and one-half months, she reorganized the
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company "around areas such as food, health and home in a bid to better package similar
assets for both consumers and advertisers" (Ives,2007, p. 1) and worked to change the
culture as it was "too slow, not innovative enough" (Ives, 2007, p. 1). In 2007, she
closed a deal that took eight years to come to fruition and ultimately allowed Reader's
Digest to be published in China beginning in 2008. However,2007 was also the last year
RDA was on the Fortune 1000 list. With less demand for information in print, revenues
began to fall and by August 2009, RDA was close to filing bankruptcy. Did the economy
impact Berner's ability to maintain RDA's Fortune 1000 status? OnNovember 4,2009,
two years after becoming CEO of RDA and thee years after leaving Fairchild
Publications, Berner moved back to Fairchild Publications as its CEO. Berner had
previously served as president and CEO of Fairchild Publications from 1999 to 2006.
She had left Fairchild Publications in 2006 due to the company's restructuring. Berner
spent about six months prior to the Ripplewood Holdings' acquisition of RDA,
positioning herself to lead RDA. Berner put a lot of time and effort into achieving the
CEO position with RDA. Had something changed at RDA so that she was willing to
leave after two years of serving as CEO? Did something happen at Fairchild Publications
in 2009 that enticed her back to that CEO position?
My review of the data suggests there is a struggle to attain and retain CEO
positions in Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000 companies. These women CEOs have led
their companies to lucrative positions in the marketplace, yet they appear to be unable to
retain their CEO positions. Their skills and abilities as leaders are proven as shown by the
financial success of the companies they lead. Why does the work force reflect such a
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small percentage of female leaders? Why is corporate America able to retain these
leaders for only a short period of time?
The participation rate for women in the labor force increased from forty-three to
fifty-nine percent between 1970 and2004. By 2004, thirty-three percent of women held
college degrees up from eleven percent in 1970. Even with the increase in the number of
women in the workforce and women with degrees, there is still a slow progression of
upward movement for women in corporate America. Women are often overlooked when
promotions are considered, and there appear to be invisible obstacles that prevent women
from rising to the top.
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Methodology
The principal goal in my research is to determine if the glass ceiling still persists.
This paper incorporates an understanding of the history of the glass ceiling, variations of
the glass ceiling, the obstacles encountered by previous and current generations, and an
examination of whether the obstacles still exist. In addition, this paper will identifu ways
women and companies can make a change in corporate culture to facilitate women
attaining senior executive positions. After all, identified solutions that are not executed
will not be helpful.
The research methods include a literature review and an analysis of various
studies performed by Catalyst, Center for Women's Business Research, and the
Department of Labor (DOL). Catalyst was founded in 1962 and is a nonprofit
organization that works globally with businesses and professionals to build inclusive
workplaces and expand opportunities for women and business. Catalyst is a trusted
source of information regarding women's issues in the workplace. The Center for
Women's Business Research is anon-profit organization founded in 1989. The Center for
Women's Business Research focuses on research that provides financial and business
knowledge enabling women entrepreneurs to be financially successful. The purpose of
the studies is to provide facts and figures to reflect how many women have succeeded in
obtaining senior executive positions in Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000 companies and to
draw conclusions based on their length of tenure. Some studies presented in this paper
highlight some of the obstacles encountered by women. These obstacles provide a better
understanding of the previous and current generations' struggles. The DOL study
compares, over a hundred-year period, the number of men and women in the workforce.
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An analysis will be done to determine the impact of the number of men versus women in
the workplace. Most of the research available focuses on CEO and board positions.
Information from the 1991 Federal Glass Ceiling Commission was reviewed to uncover
the obstacles identified as part of that study.
The literature review involved extensive research on my topic. Research material
was obtained from various books, journals, magazines, and newspaper articles. The
information from these sources was used to provide historical background, to identify and
elaborate on obstacles faced by women, and to suggest some variations of the glass
ceiling. The information gathered in this review exposed the details of the differences in
gender, the characteristics and stereotyping of genders, and the prejudice and
discrimination encountered by women that impact their ability to climb the corporate
ladder to reach senior executive levels. Additionally, some literature implies there are
variations of the glass ceiling, such as glass cliffs and labyrinths, which will be explored.
Information will be pulled from the research in an effort to identify potential solutions to
help advance women in leadership at the senior executive level. Research largely focused
on companies in the United States and excluded professions in which women typically
hold senior executive positions such as Human Resources and nursing.
Research for this paper answered the following questions: With more educated
women entering the work force, why have so few made it to CEO positions? What
obstacles need to be overcome to shatter the glass ceiling once and for all? Does being a
woman automatically hinder advancement to senior levels within the workplace based on
preconceived societal norms? Have women chosen to leave the workforce? Has the glass
ceiling been eliminated only to be replaced by glass cliffs or labyrinths?
Augsburg College Ubrary
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Background: The Glass Ceiling Phenomenon
Based on the lack of women in senior executive positions today, the glass ceiling
still exists. To better understand the current environment, historical findings of the glass
ceiling phenomenon will be described. When did the glass ceiling evolve? According to
Eagly and Carli (2007), the glass ceiling began in the 1970s when the method of
exclusion during the hiring process began to change; however, women faced barriers long
before 1970. Women had to fight forthe right to vote and to hold political office. A
woman's place in society was to support her husband, to raise the children, and to take
care of the home. Her role was viewed as a support role, not a leadership role. It is those
challenges and others that raised awareness and led to the identification of a'glass
ceiling'. To understand the glass ceilingphenomenon, the term'glass ceiling'will be
defined.
Glass Ceiling Definition
The term glass ceiling was coined in 1986 bytwo Wall Street Journaljournalists,
Carol Hymowitz and Timothy Schellhardt. They noted that woman who climbed steadily
through the ranks eventually hit an invisible barrier that prevented them from going any
further in leadership. The glass ceiling is an invisible barrier to individuals who are
considered disadvantaged based on race, creed, or color. This includes black women,
Asian women, black men, white women and many others. Typically, white men are not
included in the glass ceiling definition as they are the population to which all others are
compared. The U.S. Department of Laborhas defined the glass ceiling as "those
artificial barriers based on attitudinal and organization bias that prevent qualified
individuals from advancing upward in their organization into management level
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positions" (U.S. Department of Labor, 1997). For the purpose of this paper, the glass
ceiling is defined as an artificial barrier that prevents white women from upward
movement into executive level positions in corporate America.
Glass Ceiling Commission
In 1991, President George H.W. Bush commissionedthe Glass Ceiling Project. It
was established by Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1991. President Bush and
congressional leaders appointed a twenty-one-member bipartisan team to lead the
commission. According to the Federal Publication, Goodfo, Business: Making Full Use
of the Nation's Human Capital,
"As the Glass Ceiling Act (Section 204 of Public Law 102-l1l) mandates, the
Commission was directed to do the following:
(1) examine the preparedness of women and minorities to advance to management
and decision making positions in business;
(2) examine the opportunities for women and minorities to advance to
management and decision making positions in business;
(3) conduct basic research into the practices, policies, and manner in which
management and decision making positions in business are filled;
(4) conduct comparative research of businesses and industries in which women
and minorities are promoted to management and decision making positions, and
business and industries in which women and minorities are not promoted to
management and decision making positions;
(5) compile a synthesis of available research on programs and practices that have
successfully led to the advancement of women and minorities to management and
decision making positions in business including training programs, rotational
assignments, developmental programs, reward programs, employee benefit
structures, and family leave policies; and
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(6) examine any other issues and information relating to the advancement of
women and minorities to management and decision making positions in business"
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1995).
The Commission, under the leadership of Robert Reich, Secretary of Labor,
appointed by President Bill Clinton, completed its findings inNovember 1995. Rend
Redwood, Special Assistant to Robert Reich, outlined the three levels of harriers
identified by the Commission as published in the article "The Findings and
Recommendations of the Federal Glass Ceiling Commission". They are
a
a
Societal barriers, which include a supply barrier related to educational
opportunities and the level ofjob attainment.
A "difference" barrier manifested through conscious and unconscious
stereotyping and bias. It translates into a problem because people who do the
hiring feel most comfortable "hiring people who look like them." If men are doing
the hiring, they are more likely hiring men. This limits the number of women in
the pipeline, which then limits the number of women available to be promoted.
Stereotypes must be confronted with hard data because, if left unrefuted, they
become factual in the popular mind and reinforce glass ceiling barriers.
Governmental barriers include the collection and disaggregation of employment
related data which make it difficult to ascertain the status of various groups at the
managerial level. Also, there continues to be inadequate reporting and
dissemination of information relevant to glass ceiling issues. Most important,
there needs to be vigorous and consistent monitoring and enforcement of laws and
policies already on the books (Redwood, 1996, p. 4).
a
The findings from the four-year effort only confirmed what women already knew.
Women are undeffepresented in leadership positions and there are barriers that need to be
removed. Being aware of the barriers is a first step in confronting the problem.
Following is a more in-depth discussion identified as part of the literature review.
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0bstacles
Many studies have been performed and books and articles have been written
about the reasons for the glass ceiling. Historically, these are the glass ceiling obstacles
that most authors agree are the reasons the glass ceiling exists: 1) differences in
investment in training and work experienee;2) differences in behaviors and stereotypes
associated with gender; 3) prejudice and discrimination against females; and 4) exclusion
from informal networking (Ittrorthouse (2007), Redwood (1996), Fiske (1998), G1ick
(2007), & Shambaugh (2008)). Additionally, a joint study performed by Catalyst and the
National Foundation for Women Business Owners in 1998 interviewed 650 female and
150 male business owners who had previously worked in mid- to large-sized corporations
in order to identify the major reasons women left the private sector. The researchers from
the joint study identified the top four reasons as lack of flexibility, glass ceiling issues,
unhappiness with work environment, and feeling unchallenged in their jobs. It is not a
surprise that women left corporate America because companies could not meet their
needs. Women were looking for better ways to accommodate family demands, to be more
in control of their destinies, and to support their families. If these obstacles still exist,
then women will need to overcome them to attain the senior level positions.
Historically, fewer women had the opportunity or the encouragement to get an
education. For women who went to college, the ratio of female students to male students
might give those women an advantage to learning as the teacher to student ratio would be
smaller, allowing for a more concentrated focus on studies. However, over time women
have been given more opportunities and encouragement to get an education, allowing for
a more level playing fie1d in the workplace. Results from studies performed in 2004 that
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reviewed data from 1981 indicated that fifty-seven percent of women graduates from
Stanford University left the workforce, that thirty-eight percent of women graduates from
three graduating classes at Harvard Business School ended up with fuIl-time careers, and
that in a broader study, one in three MBA holding white women did not work fulltime
versus one in twenty for MBA holding men (Hewlett, Luce, 2005). With more women
getting an education, the lack of an education no longer applies. Does more education
lead to more work opportunities? Typically, &rt educated person has access to more work
opportunities than a non-educated person does; however, it is often whom one knows and
not what one knows that leads to work opportunities. If women have fewer connections
to senior management, then their opportunities may be limited.
A 2003 Catalyst study made up of 820 male and female executives from Fortune
1000 companies showed seventy-nine percent of women executives in vice president or
higher positions and ninety percent of CEOs in Fortune 1000 companies believed that the
primary obstacle is the "lack of general management or line experience" (Wellington,
Kropf & Gerkovich, 2003, p. 18). Consistently, CEOs looked for people with high-level
profit-and-loss experience as their successors. If these opportunities are limited or
denied to females, then the pool of female candidates for senior executive position will be
limited.
Gender Difference
Does corporate America focus more on gender than on skill set? Do women set
themselves up to fail? Women undermine their success by obsessing over their
weaknesses instead of recognizing their strengths. Gender differences are an asset that
women should utilize to recognize their strengths (Deemer, Fredericks,2003, p. xiv).
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Family responsibilities, such as childcare and household chores, have been
traditionally considered the responsibility of women. The number of hours being spent
on chores has more than doubled for men and decreased by fifty-six percent for women
over four decades (Eagly, Carli, 2007). In 1965, married women performed thirty-four
hours per week of housework, dropping to nineteen hours in 2005. For men, their hours
increased from five hours per week to eleven hours per week; however, women still
perform most of the chores such as cooking, cleaning, and laundry whereas men spend
their time on home maintenance, yard work, and paying the bills. Eagly and Carli also
noted that the amount of money contributed to the household by woman does not impact
the number of chores she perforrns. In addition to the housework and childcare, women
typically make the appointments for the family and care for sick children and elderly
parents. Women also arrange various activities from a child's birthday party to the family
get-together over the holidays. These additional burdens on women reduce the time
available to focus on workplace advancement.
Though men have come.a long way since the birth of the Baby Boom generation
with each new generation taking on more of the child rearing responsibilities, married
women still spend2.l hours of childcare for every one hour men spend (Eagly, Carli,
2007). Since 1975, there has been increasingly more time spent by both parents with
their children. It has become the cultural expectation that parents will be more interactive
with their children. In decades past, women were home with their children but most of
their time was spent performing tasks that kept the household operational. Women spent
much of their time washing, ironing, cooking, cleaning, and baking. Interaction with
children was often a secondary focus that would be addressed while getting the chores
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done. Time spent on household tasks had been shortened due to technology. There are
dishwashers, frozen one-step meals, and other time-saving inventions that reduce chore
time and allow for more quality time with a child. With the additional time spent on
housework and childcare, women needed to try harder to find the balance between work
and family. It is interesting to note that many male executives have stay-at-home wives
who allowed them to focus on work whereas female executives usually have spouses who
work as well. Some female executives are single parents with little to no assistance with
childcare responsibilities, adding to the complexity of balancing work and life.
Even when women have strong educational credentials, thirty-seven percent of
them with one child and forty-three percent of them with more than one child, drop out of
employment to raise their families. This is compared to the twenty-four percent of men
who leave the workforce. The difference is that men who drop out of employment do so
to reevaluate their careers while women drop out to raise families. The effect on women
who later reenter the workforce depends on the length of the break. The longer women
stay out of the workforce, the harder it is for them to reenter at the same income and
position. The prime years for women to start their family often coincide with the prime
years to establish a career. Have women chosen to take jobs with less responsibility to
better balance their lives at home?
Gender Psychology, Characteristics and Stereotypes
Does society prejudge women on their ability to lead companies based on their
gender? Identifying similar attributes and characteristics allows us to group like-things
together. People identifying to or belonging to one group expect to have the same skills,
attributes, and interests. We group people together based on various categories such as
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gender, race, social class, nationality, and occupation. Through personal contact or
indirectly through media or traditions, we further define our beliefs. It is these beliefs
that become stereotypes that form society's beliefs. Stereotypes become a mechanism to
come to quick conclusions about a group of people. Stereotypes may be efficient as
people can process information quickly but not necessarily effective in that they can lead
to incorrect conclusions. Stereotypical thinking tends to come from the subconscious,
making it even more challenging to recognize when it is invoked. These behaviors
o'create a subtle pattern of systemic disadvantage, which blocks all but a few women from
career advancement" (Meyerson, Fletcher, 2005, p.72).
The first thing people notice about others is their gender. From a first look, a
person perceives certain character strengths and weaknesses without ever having to
exchange a word. Gender is one of the strongest biases for classifying people and
"evokes strong mental associations and expectations, about masculine and feminine
qualities" (Eagly, Carli, 2007, p. 85). Stereotypes are further classified into two types of
beliefs: descriptive and prescriptive. Descriptive beliefs are actual characteristics of a
group. Prescriptive beliefs are expectations of what a group should be like. Problems
occur when prescriptive beliefs from different stereotypes collide. Catalyst developed a
list of traits by gender and associated them to stereotypes that are set forth below
(Catalyst, 2005, p. 1).
Common Stereotypes of Women and Men based on Psychological Research
Women's Traits:
. Affectionate . Appreciative . Emotional . Friendly
o Mild . Pleasant . Sensitive . Sentimental
. Sympathetic r Warm r Whiny
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Men's Traits:








Society associates women with the "care taking" attributes while society
associates men with the "take charge" attributes (Catalyst, 2005). If society expects
leaders to behave in an active and assertive manner and traits associated to women appear
to be less critical to leadership, then people make assumptions that women are not
capable of being leaders. Beliefs associated with leaders are not necessarily associated
with women. Disassociating beliefs from specific genders requires a paradigm shift in
thinking which can be a struggle for many people. The conflict between the beliefs and
their association to gender contributes to holding women back from being considered for
executive leadership positions.
How does stereotyping impact woman and leadership? In 2003, Catalyst
conducted a survey of 120 CEOs and 705 women at the vice presidential level and above
serving in Fortune 1000 companies. They found that seventy-two percent of the women
executives and fifty-one percent of the mostly-male CEOs agreed or strongly agreed that
"stereotypes about women's roles and abilities" are a barrier to women's advancement to
the highest levels (Wellington, kopf, & Gerkovich, 2003). Social science research
confirms that attitudes towards social groups and the stereotypes that underlie them are a
fundamental cause of discrimination in general and of sex discrimination in particular
(Fiske (1998), Glick, Fiske (2007)). Unfortunately, stereotypes are deeply rooted in
culture and can take a long time to be changed. Over a fifteen-year period and based on





perceived has started to shift. There has been a small movement in separating gender
from perceived traits, indicating that the stereotypes are beginning to break down
(Catalyst, 2005).
Changes in the workplace to assimilate, accornmodate, and celebrate the
differences between genders have produced only minimal success as demonstrated by the
number of women who hold senior executive positions within companies. Teaching
women to adopt masculine behaviors such as being more assertive, more aggressive, and
speaking up has in many cases "put others off so that they are not hearing what is being
said or accurately perceiving what is being done. Some companies offer mentoring,
which provides a great opportunity to learn but does not address the fact that many senior
executives acquire their positions via informal networking. Some women try to increase
their networks using the same techniques, like playing golf, as men do to get through the
deeply entrenched belief that men are better in senior executive positions. Some
companies promote women to positions, like Human Resources, that are known to be led
by females. Some companies offer sensitivity training to male employees so that they
can learn to appreciate the attributes, like listening and collaboration, of female workers.
The above efforts have proved to be only minimally successful in removing the glass
ceiling.
Prejudice & Discrimination
Traditional American culture is also considered a barrier to prevent women from
reaching senior executive levels. President Nixon, in a conversation about appointing a
woman for Supreme Court Justice, once stated, "I don't think a woman should be in any
goverTrment job whatsoever...The reason why I do is mainly because they are erratic.
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And emotional. Men are erratic and emotional, too, but the point is a woman is more
likely to be" (Eagly, Carli, 2007, p. 3). This comment from America's highest leadership
position states clearly that a woman's place should not be in leadership. Attitudes around
a woman's role in society dictated job opportunities available to her. Eagly and Carli
believe this is part of a concrete wall that existed at a time when society believed a
woman's place was in the home and a man's place was the breadwinner.
Previously, interviewing questions written by hiring managers or human resource
staff were designed to determine a woman's family status. Questions around healthcare
needs allowed potential employers to uncover if the female applicant had children or
wanted children, which might require time away from the job. Family status was not the
only criteria that impeded hiring or movement up the corporate ladder. Some employers
believed their clients and customers would not want to work with a woman. If these
hiring and promotional practices were successful to the company bottom line, why
change them? It is sentiments such as these that have held women back from reaching
higher-level leadership positions.
Students have conducted gender hiased experiments using the Goldberg
paradigm, named for Philip Goldberg's 1968 experiment. This experiment had students
evaluate identically written essays. The essays were identical except for the name
attached to it. The name was clearly a male or female. The initial experiment showed an
overall bias against women as more women received a lower score unless the topic of the
essay was feminine. Researchers have applied this experiment to hiring practices. If men
and women have the same work experience and education, men are preferred for jobs that
are considered masculine and to a lesser extent for jobs that are gender-neutral in nature.
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Al1 experiments have risks and limitations. In this case, students performed the
assessments, not individuals who actually do hiring. The results of the experiment do not
show discrimination, but rather demonstrate prejudice or a bias based on gender.
Applying this bias to hiring practices, hiring managers would more likely hire men for
positions that are more masculine or are currently occupied by u mtrn. This bias based on
gender could lead to discrimination, resulting in fewer women being promoted to senior
executive positions.
Does the frustration associated with the above challenges force women to be more
aggressive? Some women undermine one another at work by displaying verbal or
psychological forms of aggression. Do women bully others as a way to show strength?
Some would believe this happens because there are too few open slots at the top and
others believe it is because women do not want to be "accused of showing favoritism"
(Klaus, 2009, p. 2). Bullying is typically associated with males. However, forty percent
of bullies are women according to the Workplace Bullying Institute. Whereas men bully
both sexes equally, women tend to bully other women seventy percent of the time
(Meece, 2009). Women who do not support other women create one more obstacle that
needs to be removed.
Networking
Networks are important as they allow cofilmunication to flow informally and
unofficially among people and can lead to advantages in the workplace. Most notably in
the workplace is the "good old boy's network". It is a powerful, exclusive network for
men that they use to advance their careers. Through these networks, strategic
relationships and mentoring can occur.
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It may be easy for women to make friends and to build relationships. However,
these relationships may not be the strategic relationships needed to move up the corporate
ladder. The 2003 Catalyst survey of 820 executives showed that seventy-seven percent of
women executives and forty-three percent of the CEOs believe exclusion to informal
networking is a barrier to advancement for women. Some women fear being rejected or
being unfairly labeled, while others believe they are doing something unacceptable by
reaching out to people who might have nothing in common with them. However,
networks used effectively will help to further careers and have a positive impact on well
being (Shambaugh, 2008).
Having a network can lead to many advantages for women to help advance their
careers. People in networks offer'oadvice, feedback, information, referrals, resources,
support and friendship" (Smith, 2000, p. 150). Networks exponentially increase the
number of people accessible to women in their journey to senior executive positions.
Each participant brings her own strength, experience, and knowledge that can be sought
out by any member of the network at any time. Being part of a network can lead to
meeting the right people to expand power and responsibilities, to identifl, newjob
opportunities, to increase information exchange, to reduce the time to move up the
corporate ladder, and to enhance a work reputation. Having the right relationship at the
right time can be crucial for women climbing the corporate ladder.
Variations of the Glass Ceiling
In my research, three terms have appeared as variations of the glass ceiling. Some
people believe that the glass ceiling is gone and has been replaced by a labyrinth. Some
believe that when the glass ceiling is shattered the landing is on a treacherous glass cliff.
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Finally, others believe that there are glass walls that impede women's ability to gain
experience to move up the corporate ladder.
Has the glass ceiling really been replaced or just redefined by other terms? A
promotion to a glass cliff occurs when one is promoted into a leadership position when
the company is at high-risk or in crisis mode and when chances of failure are higher than
normal. According to Eagly, "the glass ceiling, has eroded considerably in recent years,
to be replaced by the more navigable but still challenging routes to leadership symbolized
by the labyrinth" (Eagly, Carli, 2007, p.2). Eagly believes women have gone from being
completed excluded (concrete wall) to being excluded from advanced positions (glass
ceiling), and now need to travel through a maze (labyrinth) of challenges and obstructions
to achieve the higher level leadership positions. For the purposes of this paper, labyrinth
will be defined as a maze. A true labyrinth is a single, long, and windy path that has one
entrance and leads to a center. A glass wall is an invisible barrier that prevents women
from moving into lateral positions to gain necessary experience to move up within the
organization.
Glass Cliffs
Are women being set up to fail by being placed into more precarious leadership
roles than men are? This term, glass cliff, was coined by Dr. Michele Ryan and
Professor Alex Haslem of the Exeter University School of Psychology in 2004 as they
revisited research by Elizabeth Judge from 2003, suggesting women wreak havoc on the
performance of Britain's Financial Time Stock Exchange (FTSE) 100 companies. What
they uncovered instead was that women are more apt to be promoted into risky positions
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when the company results had not been favorable for at least the previous five months
(Ryan, Haslam, 2004).
Many companies find themselves in a crisis situation where someone is needed to
turn the situation around and bring stability back to the company. Did Carly Fiorina from
Hewlett Packard, Kate Swan from W.H. Smith, and Patricia Russo from Alcatel-Lucent
fall from glass cliffs? Each was placed in an executive position at a time when her
company's stock prices were falling. None of them is employed by those companies
today.
Being in a precarious situation is inherently stressful as there is turmoil and
uncertainty experienced by those involved in the situation. Information being shared
about the current situation is inadequate, support from others is lacking, and there is a
"lack of acknowledgment, both of the difficulties of a particular professional predicament
and of achievements that are made despite these potential difficulties" (Barreto, Ryan, &
Schmitt,2009, p. 158). The level of stress and lack of support endured over a long period
of time can leave a person unmotivated and disenchanted with the company. Women who
take charge during a crisis can become burned out and ready to leave the corporate world
instead of taking on the next challenge.
When the risk is too great to overcome and failure is the result, it is the ability of
the current leader that is criticized with little regard for other factors that brought the
company to its current state. It is not uncofilmon to have negative media attention focused
on companies that are in such disarray. This leads to more public scrutiny and to criticism
of the leadership with the current leader taking the blame for failure that started under the
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previous leadership. Not only is the risk higher in a crisis situation, but the results are
more publicly watched, adding pressure and stress to the leader.
If more men hold executive positions, then they are more likely to provide safer
leadership opportunities for other men, leaving women to take on the more risky
opportunities. Women can be encouraged to accept more risk as a carrot into an executive
position. That is not to state that men do not take on risky leadership roles. However,
women may find that entry to the highest executive positions is available only when risk
is high. Furthermore, failure in these types of sifuations for women is more detrimental to
their careers. It is far more difficult for women to rise up the corporate ladder after the
downfall. In the event of failure, "women leaders are seriously isolated, without mentors
or sponsors or the equivalent of the 'old boys' network and they find it impossible to rally
support" (Hewlett,2010, p. 1). These roles carry significant risk or reward based on the
outcome. Not all women fall from the glass cliff. Anne Mulcahy was CEO of Xerox
when it was on the brink on bankruptcy and under investigation from the Securities and
Exchange Commission. She successfully survived her glass cliff.
Lahyrinths
A labyrinth, as defined by Eagly and Carli, has many pathways that when
maneuvered correctly by a person will lead to the center of the maze. In business,
following the correct path will lead to elite leadership positions. The Wall Street Journal
published an article "Through the Glass Ceiling" in 2004, highlighting fifty women who
were quickly rising or had already risen to the top of their organizations. These fifty
women were proof that women could successfully maneuver through arflaze to reach
senior executive positions within an organization. These women encountered some
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obstacles, but the obstacles were suffnountable. Each woman found the path that worked
for her to become successful. Some would say that this is evidence that the glass ceiling
has been shattered and that a new phase, called the labyrinth, has been entered (Eagly,
Carli, 2007).
Women traveling through the labyrinth still encounter obstacles, such as assuming
the primary caretaker role for children and parents and household duties. In a labyrinth,
women are not denied leadership positions based on gender because of the desire to have
children or because clients and customers are not willing to work with them. If a
labyrinth has replaced the glass ceiling and the obstacles are suffnountable, what does
prevent more women from getting into leadership positions?
Glass Walls
Glass walls are the impediments women face as they are "not being trained for
and offered mid-level positions that prepare them for the top" (U.N. Wire, 2001, p. I ).
These obstructions prohibit women from moving horizontally through the company. As
a result, women are not able to gain the necessary breadth of experience in operational
and line responsibility needed to move up and into senior executive positions. Based on a
1995 Wentling study, middle-level women managers from fifteen Fortune 500 companies
noted that they did not have the support or encouragement from their bosses to help
develop their careers. They "did not believe in developing women, and did not provide
them with helpful feedback" (Smith, 2000, p. 147). The number one obstacle identified
in the Wentling study was the lack ofjob development for women. Prohibiting women
the same opportunities given to men significantly increases the time it takes for women to
succeed.
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Companies that perpetuate the existence of glass walls will continue to
underutilize women's talents, to negatively impact the company bottom [ine, and to
continue to allow staff s behavior to be passive aggressive. All of these actions prevent
women from gaining the necessary experience to move up the corporate ladder.
Women's Agenda: Analysis and Discussion
Does the glass ceiling still exist? Has the glass ceiling been broken and replaced
with a labyrinth or with glass walls? Have the obstacles been overcome or new ones put
in their place? Have women been pushed out of the workplace or did they decide to
leave on their own? Following is a discussion of the current environment.
Are there enough women in the workforce?
Logically, it makes sense that a work-force populated with more men would lead
to more men in leadership positions. The Bureau of Labor Statistics compiled data to
create a chart (Appendix E) that reflects the population by age group for three points in
time: 1950, 2000, and 2050. The light shaded lines from the center reflect the number of
people in the workforce. The darker-shaded areas reflect the number of people not in the
workforce. Young children, the disabled, stay-at-home parents, or retirees are
classifications of people not included in the workforce. Looking at the chart, there
appears to be just about equal numbers of men and women in the population in each of
the snapshots in time. The chart shows that women outlive men; however, longevity is
inconsequential as the number of people in the workforce is drastically reduced starting at
age seventy. In 1950, there were about twice as many men in the workforce as women.
By 1950, WWII was over and men had returned home and had taken back the jobs that
women had held in their absence, and women had returned home to care for children and
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household matters. These women were the support systems behind their husbands. By
2000,large numbers of women were entering the workforce. More women were better
and more formally educated. The majority of households now had two wage earners. As
the divorce rate rose, the number of single women who needed to work rose, pushing
more of the female population into the workforce. Though men still outnumbered
women in the workforce, women were getting closer to having an equal presence. By
2050, more men and women will enter the workforce. The percentages of men and
women in the workforce are predicted to be comparable to 2000. If the current trend of
women in executive leadership positions with respect to the numbers in the workforce is
any indication, women will not be very well represented in executive leadership positions
in 2050 without drastic changes to the way things work today.
Are women choosing to leave?
Are women frustrated and disappointed enough to leave the workforce? "On-
ramps" and "off-ramps", "brain drain" and "opt-out phenomenon" are all terms used to
describe women leaving the workforce. Sometimes women feel as though they are being
pulled in multiple directions and need to choose a direction to end the internal conflict.
Raising children, caring for elderly parents or other family members, or dealing with
personal health issues can pull women out of the workforce. Other times, women feel as
though they are being pushed off the corporate ladder because a job is not satisfuing or
opportunities are lacking. Sometimes, the energy required to stay on the corporate ladder
is too great and it is easier to be pulled back into taking on more family responsibilities.
The Center for Work-Life Policy formed a taskforce to study why highly qualified
women were leaving the workforce. The taskforce was seeking to obtain "a more
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comprehensive and nuanced portrait of a women's career path" (Hewlett, Luce, 2005, p.
4). The Center for Work-Life Policy executed the survey twice, once in 2004 and again
in 2009. In 2004, the members of the taskforce spoke with 2,443 women between the
ages of twenty-eight and fifty-five. In addition, members of the taskforce surveyed 653
highly qualified men to allow comparison with women who participated in the study. The
Center for Work-Life Policy followed up in 2009 with a new survey utilizing the same
questionnaire and a similar pool of 3,420 women. The survey results were further broken
down into two age groups, twenty-eight to forty and forty-one to fifty-five, to identiS,
any trends within the different age groups. Here is a look into what the survey uncovered.
In2004, the survey results found that thirty-seven percent of women (forty-three
percent for women with children) left the workforce voluntarily at some time in their
careers. This compares to only twenty-four percent of men who voluntarily left their
careers. By 2009, the number of women leaving the workforce had dropped to thirty-one
percent. Even though there is a decrease in the number of women who take an off-ramp,
it is not necessarily due to better conditions in the workplace; it is more apt to be due to
the current economic environment. Financially impacted by the economy, fifteen percent
of the women surveyed would like to take an off-ramp but cannot afford to do so. By
2009, the survey showeid twenty-eight percent more women were likely to have non-
working spouses, making it virtually impossible to leave an unfulfilling job. Additionally
forty percent of the women out earned their husbands. The survey showed that the
duration of time away from the workforce increased from 2004 to 2009 from 2.2yearsto
2.7 years. The longer women are away from the workforce, the harder it is to reengage
their careers.
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The study results showed that of the eighty-nine percent of the women who took
an off-ramp, only forty percent successfully returned to full-time work. Of the women
who choose to return to the workforce after a voluntary leave, seventy-three percent had
trouble finding a job. Those who retumed were financially impacted by losing sixteen
percent of their earning power, twenty-five percent had reduced management
responsibilities, and twenty-two percent took a lower job title. There is incentive for both
the company and the employee to continue a working relationship. For the company, a
retained knowledgeable worker ensures that productivity remains constant, avoids the
need to incur expenses in recruiting and training new hires, and eliminates downtime or
slow time associated with the learning curve of new staff. For the employee, there is still
income even if in a reduced amount and a position in the workforce which allows for
continued growth and development while building and maintaining networks. Most
women want to stay employed, not just for financial reasons, but because "many women
find deep pleasure in their chosen careers and want to reconnect with something they
love" (Hewlett, Luce,2005, p. 8). In 2009, of the women returning to work, nine percent
retumed to theirprevious employers, up from five percent in 2004. This is advantageous
for both employer and employee as there is limited expense in bringing back a previous
employee.
Men and women have different reasons for leaving their careers. The study
indicated that women left to care for children and other family members or for personal
health reasons while men left for "strategic repositioning in their careers" (Hewlett, Luce,
2005, p. 6). There was an increase of thirty percent (forty-four percent to seventy-four
percent) in the number of women who left for childcare issues between the two surveys.
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It was no surprise that the forty-one to fifty-five age group felt a stronger pull for
childcare and eldercare responsibilities. This group is also referred to as the "sandwich"
generation, responsible for the care of their children at the same time as their parents are
in need of help. In comparison, only twelve percent of the men left for childcare and
eldercare reasons. The responsibility for family care is still very much one-sided with the
majority of it falling squarely on women. The 2004 study noted that when men take an
off-ramp they focus mainly on developing new careers (twenty-nine percent), on
improving their skills with additional training (twenty-five percent), or on starting new
businesses (twelve percent). Men who take off-ramps take the opportunity to recreate
and improve themselves, leaving women disadvantaged. Not all women leave for family
responsibilities; some women are pushed off the corporate ladder.
The study describes two different factors that impact women. The study results
refer to these factors as a o'push" factor and a "pull" factor. Though most women felt that
they are pulled out of the workforce, seventeen percent of the women who left the
workforce felt that they were pushed out due to "understimulation and lack of
opportunity" (Hewlett, Luce,2005, p. 5). Only six percent of women left due to over
demanding job responsibilities. Women from the study noted that working "gives shape
and structure to their lives, boosts confidence and self-esteem, and confers status and
standing in the community" (Hewett, Luce, 2005, p. 8). Many women want to be
challenged at work; they want the opportunity to grow and to be successful.
How are women creating opportunities for success?
Many women who are frustrated with the barriers to climbing the corporate ladder
venture out on their own. These women become entrepreneurs in charge of their own
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destinations. The entrepreneurial path is not an easy path, but as an entrepreneur a
woman has more influence and more control of her own destination. To some women, the
rewards outweigh the risks. Women who leave corporate America find some advantages
to being an entrepreneur.
Women entrepreneurs are "educated, ambitious, and armed with managerial
skills" (Smith, 2000, p. 208). Corporate America is a training ground for these women to
go forth and be independent while finding a way to support themselves and their families
financially and to balance work and family responsibilities. These women find freedom
from the "glass ceiling". Entrepreneurs change their lives and can change the lives of
other women. Women entrepreneurs understand the struggle to balance work and family
and as such create family-friendly policies; however, these women face hurdles that need
to be overcome such as raising start-up capital, finding networks, and obtaining
govemment contracts.
Women entrepreneurs struggle to get access to capital. Historically, many banks
in local cofilmunities have considered women-owned businesses to be credit risks as
potential growth may be limited. Such perceptions can limit the amount of money banks
are willing to loan. Women find they need to borrow from friends and family to start up
and to maintain a business until it becomes self-sufficient. In 1993, the Federal Reserve
conducted a National Survey of Sma1l Business Finances which determined that "42
percent of all women-owned firms use personal credit cards for short-term financing and
30 percent finance growth through their own savings" (Smith, 2000, p. 218). With
access to capital limited, women may start up businesses that focus on products and
services that have a lower cost of entry and may not be as profitable. The struggle to
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attain initial start up capital may make it harder to get additional capital to expand the
business as business earnings is a consideration for loans. Some women view debt
negatively which may limit the amount of money they are willing to borrow and thus
limits the types businesses that can be started.
Networks for women entrepreneurs are important as they provide business and
industry knowledge, advice, resources, and moral support. Specifically, female networks
are extremely beneficial to help women understand the pitfalls and successes not just of
starting a business but also of maintaining it. It is critical for women just starting out in
business to have access to successful women entrepreneurs as role models and mentors.
In 1990, the Small Business Administration launched a Women's Network for
Entrepreneurial Training program specifically to address the need for role models and
mentors for new entrepreneurs. The training program allows for information sharing and
expansion of the entrepreneurial network. Today, there are many organizations that have
also been created specifically for women: the National Association of Female Executive,
Business and Professional Women as well as industry-specific organizations. It is
important for women entrepreneurs to seek out and get involved in these organizations.
Government contracts can be lucrative, but a company needs to land the contract
to reap the benefits. There is still an unspoken belief that women owned businesses have
limited capacity to grow and meet market demands, making the business too risky for
investors. This puts the women entrepreneurs at a disadvantage for attaining government
contracts. Additionally, the government will reduce costs by bundling services whereby
one contractor gets the job and then subcontracts the work to other companies.
Unfortunately, women-owned companies are typically not big enough to get the main
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contract and are even less likely to get subcontracted work. For more than fifteen years,
legislation requires that federal agencies have to award "5oA of all procurement dollars to
women-owned businesses" (Hadary,2010). Unfortunately, not all governmental areas
have reached the five percent goal. With all of the above challenges, why to do women
choose to become entrepreneurs and how well are they doing?
Women do not necessarily choose to be entrepreneurs to become wealthy. They
want to remove themselves from the obstacles presented in corporate America and to
enjoy the freedom and independence to make their own decisions, including the
flexibility to manage family demands. Are they successful? Yes, women entrepreneurs
are successful. As of 2008, the Center for Women's Research estimated l0.l million
firms are owned by women who own fifty percent or more of the company. These
women-owned companies support the economy by employing more than thirteen million
people and generating $1.9 trillion in sales. For the 7.2 million companies where women
own fifty-one percent or more, the companies employ 7.3 million people and generate
$ 1 .l trillion in sales. One in five firms generating one million dollars in revenue is owned
by women. Women-owned businesses have shown tremendous growth over the past
twenty years both in number and in revenue. These businesses have a positive impact on
the economy by supplying jobs and cash flow.
Changing the Corporate Culture: Looking towards the future
Culture changes are most effective when senior executives adopt the change and
drive it down into the organization. Ideally, senior executives portray the behavior in the
way they would like to see it change. Changes to culture are difficult to impose as many
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people feel threatened by change as it is usually accompanied by a feeling of uncertainty.
Change is most effective when done subtly and over time rather than as a 'big bang'.
Meyerson and Fletcher suggest implementing a "small-wins" strategy. Its
purpose is to "create change through diagnosis, dialogue, and experimentation; it usually
improves overall efficiency and performance" (Meyerson, Fletcher, 2005, p. 71). The
small-wins strategy allows for implementing incremental changes to remove biases that
prevent women from achieving senior executive positions within the organization. By
keeping the changes small, the feeling of an overwhelming overhaul of the organization
is avoided, which may create resistance instead of adoption. The strategy takes an
expected problem-solving approach. First, recognize there is a problem (diagnosis).
Second, begin a dialogue to address the problem and identify solutions to resolve it.
Third, implement and test solutions for success. If the attempt is unsuccessful, then try
another solution until the right solution is identified. Because small steps are being taken,
it is likely the changes will be successful and not overwhelming or threatening to the
employees. It is important to find solutions that do not cover up symptoms of a problem
but rather that directly change the root cause.
Here are some examples of what companies have done to change corporate
culture. Scotiabank of Canada recognized it had a problem and implemented a solution
to address the lack of women in executive positions. Management took away the mystery
of what is needed to become a senior level executive by creating an online tool that laid
out the requirements for the position. Webcasts featuring top female executives were
made available to all employees. Then management went one step further "by tying the
initiative to performance reviews of the senior executives" (Laff, 2007,p.38). The result
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produced a ten percent (twenty-seven to thirty-seven percent) increase over three years in
the number of women serving one level above their current position at the corporate
executive level. The result of the above efforts also increased the pipeline of women in
senior management position from nineteen to thirty-one percent.
Deloitte & Touche management thought they were successfully retaining women
professionals until they looked closely at their statistics. In 1991, only four of fifty
candidates for partner were women. This was especially concerning to management as
managers were heavily recruiting women from colleges and business schools. In
addition, during the first years with the firm, women were earning higher performance
ratings than were their male counterparts. As time went on, fewer and fewer women
stayed to be promoted. Management made an assumption that women were leaving to
raise families. Upon research, management determined that the culture was very much
male-dominated, a perception that was "endemic to professional service firms"
(McCracken, 2005, p. 56). Though many male executives did not find this a problem, the
CEO, Mike Cook, did and decided to look more closely at how to retain women. Cook
developed a six-step approach to identify and modifu the culture. He formed an initiative
and had the managing partners lead it. This forced all managing partners, whether
skeptical or accepting, to come together and to engage in the culture change. In addition,
Cook stayed extremely visible in the effort, ensuring support was seen and given from the
top down. The team gathered data, including personal stories from current female staff
and those who had resigned. It was important for this team to understand the obstacles so
that they could be removed. Cook then made the effort public by holding a press
conference announcing the Women's Initiative where he named Lynn Martin, former
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U.S. Secretary of Labor, as an external advisory council. Now, the world was watching
which provided added pressure for the team to succeed. Deloitte had to deliver or risk the
company's reputation. The team also shared information internally with all of the staff.
The council gave updates in the annual report, sent periodic voicemails to all employees,
and had all-day meetings with the senior executives. There was no escaping the cold,
hard truth. The team even uncovered that both men and women did not want the same
work hours that the current senior partners were working. Staff members were content to
support their families with smaller paychecks and to work sixty-hour, instead of eighty-
hour, weeks. Education was an important step in the process, and Deloitte held two-day
sessions, attended by groups of twenty-four employees. It was a very costly process, but a
necessary step to ensure that cultural behavior would be modified. Case studies were used
in the sessions, along with small group discussions to raise awareness of the different
levels of expectations that had been put forth for women. To many male partners, this
was their eye-opening moment when they finally understood the subtle differences
women faced. Now that the problem is understood, there needed to be operational steps
put in place to rectify it.
Since promotions were based on successful assignments, high performing women
needed to be given opportunities for key assignments associated with more visible
clients. Each corporate office was asked to provide data to ensure this objective was
being met. Most managers began tracking the data quarterly which created "a healthy
internal competitiveness" (McCracken, 2005, p. 62). For management in offices that
were not meeting the objective, a call was made from a council member to maintain the
pressure to make change. Another objective of the team was to provide opportunities for
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networking. Panel discussions with women partners around careers and leadership roles,
along with networking sessions, allowed up and coming women to better navigate the
labyrinth or to break through the glass ceiling. A Partner Development Program was
created to support career planning for women. This program was so successful that men
were included as well. Last, since the firm learned that work-life balance was just as
important to men as it was to women, management developed a flexible work policy
available to all staff. There was some stigma that people taking advantage of the flexible
work program would hinder their advancement. The company believed taking advantage
of the flexible work program would not hinder advancement to partner status but might
extend the time it took to achieve it. Cook and the partners judged the flexible work
program's success by the number of people using the program. By 1999, there were
eight hundred people on flexible schedules with over thirty of them making partner.
Deloitte succeeded because managers were able to raise awareness and keep it present to
the point that it is tied into perforrnance evaluations and compensation. Though
management's initial focus was on women, men in the company also benefited from
some of the changes. The effort served the needs of both men and women.
Conclusion
Now that the glass ceiling obstacles are understood, can women and corporate
America remove the glass ceiling obstacles peacefully and systematically or do women
need a revolution to shatter the glass ceiling once and for all? A revolt is not needed as
overt discrimination is not as corlmon as it was in previous decades and greater
resistance would be felt by many people with such an overwhelming change.
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Discrimination still exists in companies but it is subtle. Is discrimination subtle enough to
conclude that the glass ceiling has shattered and that women now walk through a
labyrinth as Eagly and Carli believe? I believe the glass ceiling still exists in most
companies. As long as the glass ceiling obstacles are so deeply embedded within
organizational culture, they will continue to be accepted as the normal way of doing
business. Therefore, change needs to occur or only a few women will achieve senior
executive positions.
A change in culture of this magnitude is never easy and will never happen
quickly. Change is what is needed to get beyond the glass ceiling. The sooner leaders are
judged by their capabilities and not by the stereotypes associated with their gender, the
sooner the glass ceiling will fall. Many small steps are needed to effectively change the
culture and to recognize the value women bring to leadership. Some of these small steps
include developing succession plans for women, highlighting the achievements of women
already in executive roles, especially those who are in roles viewed as more 'masculine'
roles, and educating staff about stereotyping. I believe change is happening as witnessed
by the number of women in senior executive positions at my company. The Human
Resource division, the Chief Financial Officer, the Government Programs division, and
the Operational division are all headed by women senior vice presidents, three of whom
were hired by the current male CEO.
Women need to find a mentor who can demonstrate ways to get ahead. Mentoring
is critical to help women break through the glass ceiling to reach senior executive
positions. Mentors are people with strong experiences who hold higher-level positions
within an organization. A strong relationship can develop with a mentor, leading to more
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job opportunities, to higher self-esteem, and to friendship. Though there are advantages
to having a male mentor, there are disadvantages as well. Male mentors may not be able
to associate with gender-based barriers which may lead to a void in the guidance needed
to help navigate these obstacles. Women mentors can be hard to find as fewer women
hold senior executive positions. Women already in senior execute positions need to make
themselves available to other women to help shatter the glass ceiling. To find a mentor,
reach out to other women in the company.
It is beneficial for women to be part of a network to help navigate the obstacles
associated with the glass ceiling. Women need to be active participants in networks to
reap the benefits of networks. Periodically, women should evaluate how effectively they
use their networks. Women should take time to look at their current connections and to
increase the number of people in their networks. Women can increase their networks by
including previous and current co-workers, people in their communities, and people in
their social circles. Women should ensure they have access to people who can help them
develop new skills, raise their visibility to executives, see things with a different
perspective, and support and encourage them as they break through organizational
barriers.
There are plenty of social networking sites. Linkedln is one professional site that
offers the ability to increase professional networks, stay connected to friends and
colleagues, and seek out experts. Registration is free. Registration consists of completing
the work history section, professional accomplishments, and education. The amount of
information shared is a personal choice. Once registration is complete, people can search
profiles to seek out appropriate connections, to ask and answer questions, and to see the
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current activities of individuals. Founded in 2003, Linkedln is international with over
sixty-five million members in over two hundred countries. This breadth of membership
across the world allows for a wide variety of resources within reach of a couple
keystrokes. It is just one more tool accessible to women to expand networks.
Companies need to find a way to reduce the number of women who choose to
take off-ramps. Companies also need to do a better job reengaging those women who
must take an off-ramp. Companies should better educate employees about the
availability of 'family-friendly' work affangements and address any stigma associated
with the choice to take advantage of such 'family-friendly' work alrangements.
Companies need to find options that support balance between family and work
commitments that do not impact a woman's ability to climb the corporate ladder.
Offering part-time, reduced-time, flex-time or job share programs would allow women to
keep engaged with work while managing family commitments. Women are benefited by
not losing wages as a result of taking an off-ramp and companies are benefited by
maintaining productivity levels.
A change in culture starts at the top of the organization. Organizations must set
clear goals and expectations and make a long-term commitment to all of their employees.
The company goals should align with the company values. Employers should offer
formal and informal programs to provide coaching and mentoring to women. These
programs will allow for networks to be built and to be expanded. Opportunities should be
offered to mid-level management to learn more about the inner workings of senior
management. These opportunities will provide a better sense of understanding that
women can share with others in the organization. Finally, "stretch-assignments" should
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be given to managers who show potential to succeed and to rise up in the executive ranks.
Stretch assignments offer an employee the ability to step outside of her normal
responsibilities and to gain exposure to senior executives. A successfully completed
stretch assignment can lead to a promotion as opportunities arise. Finally, a system that
provides feedback to individual employees, on her strengths and weaknesses, should be
developed and put into place to promote individual growth and success.
All working professionals need to understand the importance of the widespread
issue of the glass ceiling, labyrinths, and glass cliff. Executive managers who do not
encourage or accept women in leadership roles are overlooking valuable resources at
their organization. Hopefully, more awareness will result in continued improvements
being implemented so more women attain senior executive positions.
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Appendix A: 2006 Fortune 1000 Companies run by Women CEOs
CEO Company 2006 Rank
Barnes, Brenda C. Sara Lee 111
Sammons, Mary F. Rite Aid 129
Mulcahy, Anne Xerox 142
Russo, Patricia F. Lucent Technologies 255
Ivey, Susan M Reynolds American 280
Jung, Andrea Avon Products 281
Sandler, Marion O. Golden West Financial 326
Reynolds, Paula G Rosput Safeco 339
Babrowski, Claire RadioShack 423
Whitman, Margaret C eBay 458
Ligocki, Kathleen A Tower Automotive 551
Robinson, Janet L. New York Times 557
Bern, Dorrit J. Charming Shoppes 641
Young, Dona Davis Phoenix 666
Lang, Linda A. Jack in the Box 692
Burton, Mary E. Zale 715
Wilderotter, Mary Agnes C itizens Communications 768
Krill, Kay AnnTaylor Stores 786
Streeter, Stephanie A. Banta 940
Gallup, Patricia PC Connection 992
There are more women running FORTUNE 500 companies this year than there were last
year. Currently, ten FORTTINE 500 companies are run by women* (up from nine last
year), and atotal of twenty FORTLINE 1000 companies have women inthe top job (up
from nineteen).
From the April l7th, 2006 issue
Footnote:
* Since publication, Patricia A. Woertz was named CEO of Archer Daniels Midland
(rank: 56) effective April 28, 2006, and Claire Babrowski, who was the interim CEO of
RadioShack (rank:423), was replaced by Julian Day effective July 7,2006. The total of
FORTLTI{E 500 women CEOs remainsten, and FORTLTNE 1000 women CEOs twenty.
(Fortune. (2010). Women CEOs. Retrieved July 8, 2009 from
hfip : //money. cnn. com/magazine s/fortune/fortune 5 00/2 0 06/womenceos/)
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Appendix B: 2007 Fortune 1000 Companies run by Women CEOs
CEO Company 2001 Rank
Woertz, Patricia A. Archer Daniels Midland 59
Nooyi, Indra K. PepsiCo 63
Barnes, Brenda C. Sara Lee 125
Meyrowitz, Carol TJX 133
Sammons, Mary F. Rite Aid 134
Mulcahy, Anne Xerox 145
Russo, Patricia F. Lucent Technologies 282
Jung, Andrea Avon Products 283
Ivey, Susan M. Reynolds American 288
Reynolds, Paula G Rosput Safeco 363
Whitman, Margaret C. eBay 383
Gold Christina A. Western Union 492
Anderson, Kerrii B. Wendy's International 562
Robinson, Janet L. New York Times s83
Bern, Dorrit J. Charming Shoppes 642
Ligocki, Kathleen A. Tower Automotive 668
Lang, Linda A. Jack in the Box 685
Young, Dona Davis Phoenix 726
Lau, Constance H. Hawaiian Electric Inds. 153
Burton, Mary E. ZaIe 758
Berner, Mary G. Reader's Digest Assn. 770
Krill, Kay AnnTaylor Stores 783
Wilderotter, Mary Anges Citizens Communications 825
Taylor, Cindy B. Oil States International 879
Gallup, Patricia PC Connection 971
There are more women running FORTTINE 500 companies this year than there were last
year. Currently, twelve FORTLINE 500 companies are run by women* (up from ten last
year), and atotal of twenty-five FORTUNE 1000 companies have women in the top job
(up from twenty).
(Fortune. (2010). Women CEOs. Retrieved July 8, 2009 from
http ://money. cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune 5 00 12007 lwomenceosf
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Appendix C: 2008 Fortune 1000 Companies run by Women CEOs
CEO Company 2008 Rank
Braly, Angela F. WellPoint JJ
Woertz, Patricia A. Archer Daniels Midland 52
Nooyi, Indra K. PepsiCo 59
Rosenfeld, Irene B. Kraft Foods OJ
Meyrowitz, Carcl M. TJX 132
Sammons, Mary F. Rite Aid 142
Mulcahy, Anne M. Xerox 144
Barnes, Brenda C. Sara Lee 203
Jung, Andrea Avon Products 265
Ivey, Susan M. Reynolds American 290
Reynolds, Paula Rosput Safeco 388
Gold, Christina A. Western Union 473
Robinson, Janet L. New York Times 637
Bern, Dorrit J. Charrning Shoppes 672
Lang, Linda A. Jack in the Box 694
Young, Dona Davis Phoenix 756
Lau, Constance H. Hawaiian Electric Industries 764
Anderson, Kerrii B. Wendy's Intemational 781
Krill, Katherine AnnTaylor Stores 193
Wilderotter, Mary Agnes Citizens Communications 818
Taylor, Cindy B. Oil States International 872
Stevens, Anne Carpenter Technology 906
Gallup, Patricia PC Connection 94s
Fowler, Peggy Y. Portland General Electric 962
Currently, twelve FORTUNE 500 companies are run by women, and a total of twenty-
four FORTUNE 1000 companies have women inthe top job. That's down from last year
when twenty-five FORTUNE 1000 companies were run by women
From the May 5, 2008 issue:
Alan Rosskamm replaced Ms. Dorrit J. Bern as CEO of Charming Shoppes July 9,2008,
Ms. Lynn L. Elsenhans replaced John G. Drosdick as CEO of Sunoco Aug. 8, 2008, and
Tamara L. Lundgren will replace John D. Carter as CEO of Schnitzer Steel Industries,
Dec. l, 2008. That brings the total number of women CEOs in the FORTTINE 500 to
thirteen, and the Fortune 1000 to twenty-six.
(Fortune. (2010). Women CEOs. Retrieved July 8, 2009 from
http : //money. cnn. com/magazines/fortune/fortune 5 00 I 2008 I womenceos/)
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Appendix D: 2009 Fortune 1000 Companies run by Women CEOs
CEO Company 2009 Rank
Woertz, Patricia A. Archer Daniels Midland 27
Braly, Angela F. WellPoint 32
Elsenhans, Lynn L. Sunoco 4t
Nooyi, Indra K. PepsiCo 52
Rosenfeld, Irene B. Kraft Foods 53
Kullman, Ellen J. DuPont 75
Sammons, Mary F. Rite Aid 100
Meyrowttz, Carol M. TJX 131
Mulcahy, Anne M. Xerox r47
Barnes, Brenda C. Sara Lee 199
Jung, Andrea Avon Products 255
Sen, Laura J. BJ's Wholesale Club 269
Ivey, Susan M. Reynolds American 294
Bartz, Carol A. Yahoo 345
Gold, Christina A. Western Union 451
Gordon, Ilene Corn Products International s60
Lundgren, TamaraL. Schnitzer Steel Industries 595
Lau, Constance H. Hawaiian Electric Industries 655
Lang, Linda A. Jack in the Box 68s
Robinson, Janet L. New York Times 697
Taylor, Cindy B. Oil States International 698
Grossman, Mindy F. HSN 7t4
Wilderotter, Mary Agnes Frontier Communication s 834
Krill, Katherine AnnTaylor Stores 846
Young, Dona D. Phoenix 863
Stevens, Anne L. Carpenter Technology 890
Burzik, Catherine M. Kinetic Concepts 938
Gallup, Patricia PC Connection 985
Currently, fifteen FORTTINE 500 companies are run by women, and atotal of twenty-
eight FORTUNE 1000 companies have women in the top job. That's up from last year,
when twelve FORTLTNE 500 and twenty-four FORTUNE 1000 companies were run by
women.
(Fortune. (2010). Women CEOs. Retrieved July 8, 2009 from
http : //money. cnn. com/ma gazineslfonune/fortune 5 00 I 2009 I womenceo s/)
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Appendix E: The Changing Lahor Pool
TIIE CHIITGITTG I.frBtIN FOOL
Snapshots of the U.S" population and labor force, by gender, show far more $rsm-
en yrrorking in ZO(E than in 1950, Ey 2050, projections shorvfar more retired rnen
and tyomen ages 65 and older than now.
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